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Selected reaction monitoring mass spectrometry (SRM-MS) is playing an increasing role in quantitative proteomics and biomarker discovery studies as a method for high throughput candidate quantification and verification. Although SRM-MS offers advantages in sensitivity and quantification compared with other MS-based techniques, current SRM technologies are still challenged by detection and quantification of low abundance proteins (e.g. present at ~10 ng/ml or lower levels in blood plasma). Here we report enhanced detection sensitivity and reproducibility for SRM-based targeted proteomics by coupling a nanospray ionization multicapillary inlet/ dual electrodynamic ion funnel interface to a commercial triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. Because of the increased efficiency in ion transmission, significant enhancements in overall signal intensities and improved limits of detection were observed with the new interface compared with the original interface for SRM measurements of tryptic peptides from proteins spiked into non-depleted mouse plasma over a range of concentrations. Overall, average SRM peak intensities were increased by ~70-fold. The average level of detection for peptides also improved by ~10-fold with notably improved reproducibility of peptide measurements as indicated by the reduced coefficients of variance. The ability to detect proteins ranging from 40 to 80 ng/ml within mouse plasma was demonstrated for all spiked proteins without the application of front-end immunoaffinity depletion and fractionation. This significant improvement in detection sensitivity for low abundance proteins in complex matrices is expected to enhance a broad range of SRM-MS applications including targeted protein and metabolite validation. Molecular & Cellular Proteomics 10: 10.1074/mcp.M00062-MCP201, 1–9, 2011.

Although mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics is a promising high throughput technology for biomarker discovery and validation (1–5), only a handful of cancer biomarkers have been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration for clinical use in the last decade (6, 7). Assuming that low abundance biomarkers do exist in the biofluids to be studied, the success of biomarker discovery efforts primarily depends on the sensitivity, accuracy, and robustness of the measurement technologies; the quality and size of patient cohorts and clinical samples and execution within the context of an overall difficult and expensive path to clinical application that encompasses discovery, verification, and validation stages (1, 5, 8–10). A multiplexed assay platform increasingly considered for biomarker verification is selected reaction monitoring (SRM)1 by tandem mass spectrometry using e.g. a triple quadrupole (QqQ) mass spectrometer to attain high throughput quantitative measurements of targeted proteins in complex matrices (1, 11, 12). SRM utilizes two stages of mass filtering by selecting a specific analyte ion of interest (precursor ion) in the first stage followed by a specific fragment ion derived from the precursor (fragment ion) filter in the second stage after collision-activated dissociation. Typically, several transitions (precursor/fragment ion pairs) are monitored for greater selectivity and confidence in a targeted peptide assay, and large numbers of peptides can be monitored during a single LC-MS/MS analysis. The two-stage mass selection by individual quadrupoles enables more rapid and continuous monitoring of specific ions derived from analytes of interest such as peptides and leads to significantly enhanced detection sensitivity and quantitative accuracy compared with broad (i.e. non-targeted) LC-MS or LC-MS/MS measurements (11, 12). Both the sensitivity and selectivity of SRM-MS make this technique well suited for the targeted detection and quantification of low abundance proteins in highly complex biofluids (13–16). The
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1 The abbreviations used are: SRM, selected reaction monitoring; LOD, limit of detection; CV, coefficient of variance; QqQ, triple quadrupole; RF, radio frequency; DC, direct current; QC, quality control.
precision and reproducibility of SRM-based measurements of proteins in plasma across different laboratories have recently been assessed (17).

Despite its promise, present SRM measurements still do not provide sufficient sensitivity for reliable detection and quantification of low abundance proteins in biofluids (e.g. present in plasma at ~10 ng/ml or lower levels) primarily because of factors related to high sample complexity and the large dynamic range of relative protein abundances (7, 18, 19). Given sufficient selectivity, the sensitivity achievable is generally related to the peptide MS and MS/MS signal intensities obtained. One of the key factors limiting peptide MS intensities is the significant ion losses encountered between the electrospray ionization (ESI) source and the interface to the mass spectrometer. In typical LC-ESI-MS interfaces, the mass spectrometer inlet (e.g. heated capillary followed by a skimmer) presently provides total ion utilization and ion transmission efficiencies on the order of ~1% (20) due to a combination of limited ion sampling from the atmospheric pressure ion source into the inlet and inefficient transmission of ions entering the first reduced pressure stage of the mass spectrometer.

The electrodynamic ion funnel (21), which has been developed to efficiently capture, focus, and transmit ions to the high vacuum region of the mass spectrometer, is expected to provide a large benefit to SRM analyses. The original ion funnel interfaces, which operated at a maximum of ~5 torr, were able to enhance signal intensities for a variety of MS analyzers (22–24) by replacing the inefficient skimmer interface. Although achieving near lossless ion transmission to high vacuum, losses at the atmospheric pressure interface went unmitigated. More recently, a high pressure ion funnel interface capable of operating at a pressure of ~30 torr was introduced (25). The higher operating pressures accommodated greater gas loads and enabled more efficient ion sampling from atmospheric pressure through a multicapillary inlet. With a dual ion funnel interface comprising a high pressure ion funnel with a heated multicapillary inlet followed by a standard ion funnel operated at 1–2 torrs, highly efficient ion sampling from atmospheric pressure to high vacuum is readily achieved.

In this study, we report the enhanced sensitivity and reproducibility of SRM-based targeted proteomics measurements achieved by implementing a dual stage electrodynamic ion funnel interface that incorporates a multicapillary inlet with a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. A series of LC-SRM-MS measurements were made using mouse plasma samples spiked with various concentrations of tryptic peptides from five standard proteins to evaluate the improvements in detection sensitivity and reproducibility attained by this modified interface relative to a standard Thermo (single capillary inlet/skimmer) interface. A ~10-fold improvement in the limit of detection (LOD) as well as improved measurement reproducibility was achieved.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Materials and Chemicals**—The standard proteins bovine carbonic anhydrase, *Escherichia coli* β-galactosidase, equine skeletal muscle myoglobin, chicken ovalbumin, and bovine cytochrome c and the standard peptides bradykinin fragment 1–7, kemptide, melittin, methionine enkephalin, renin substrate porcine, and [D-Ala²]-deltorphin II were purchased from Sigma, Ammonium bicarbonate, dithiothreitol (DTT), and iodoacetamide were from Sigma. Sequencing grade modified porcine trypsin was from Promega (Madison, WI), and the mouse plasma was purchased from Equitech Bio, Inc. (Kerrville, TX).

**Sample Preparation**—The initial mouse plasma protein concentration was ~40 mg/ml as determined by BCA protein assay (Pierce). Individual stock solutions were prepared for each of the following five standard proteins: bovine carbonic anhydrase, *E. coli* β-galactosidase, equine skeletal muscle myoglobin, chicken ovalbumin, and bovine cytochrome c. First, the standard proteins were digested separately using the same protocol as that used to digest the mouse plasma. Briefly, ~1 mg of proteins was denatured and reduced in 50 mM NH₄HCO₃ buffer (pH 8.0), 8 M urea, 10 mM DTT for 1 h at 37 °C. Protein cysteiny1 residues were alkylated with 40 mM iodoacetamide for 90 min at room temperature. The resulting mixtures were diluted 6-fold with 50 mM NH₄HCO₃ (pH 8.0), and then trypsin was added at a trypsin-to-protein ratio of 1:50 (w/w). Each sample was incubated at 37 °C for 3 h, then loaded onto a 1-ml solid phase extraction C₁₈ column (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA), and washed with 4 ml of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 5% acetonitrile (ACN). Peptides were eluted from the solid phase extraction column with 1 ml of 0.1% TFA, 80% ACN; lyophilized; and dissolved in 200 μl of 50 mM NH₄HCO₃. The final peptide concentration in each of the stock solutions was determined by BCA protein assay (Pierce), and then aliquots of the five solutions were combined to form a new stock solution with equal concentrations of each of the proteins. Samples for SRM analysis were prepared by spiking different aliquots of the mixture of digested protein standards into a mouse plasma tryptic digest to desired concentrations (see Table I). The spiking values were calculated in relation to the protein concentration in the original mouse plasma. After spiking, mouse samples were adjusted to a final concentration of 0.5 μg/μl total protein. The samples were then split into aliquots, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at ~80 °C until use.

**LC-SRM-MS**—Peptide samples were analyzed using a custom-built automated four-column high pressure capillary LC system (26) coupled on line to a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (TSQ Quantum Ultra, Thermo Fisher Scientific). All LC separations were performed using the same capillary column, which was prepared by slurry-packing 3-μm Jupiter C₁₈ bonded particles (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) into a 65-cm-long, 75-μm-inner diameter fused silica capillary (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ), This capillary column was connected via a Valco 100-μm-inner diameter stainless steel union to a chemically etched fused 20-μm-inner diameter silica emitter (27) produced in house. The mobile phase consisted of 0.1% formic acid in water (A) and 0.1% formic acid in ACN (B). After loading 5 μl of the peptide solution onto the column (2.5 μg nominally), an exponential gradient elution was performed by increasing the mobile phase composition from 0 to 70% B over 100 min. The inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer was maintained at 200 °C with an ESI voltage of 2.5 kV that was applied to the Valco union.

**Dual Electrodynamic Ion Funnel Interface**—LC-SRM-MS analyses were performed using either the standard Thermo interface or the dual ion funnel interface. In the dual ion funnel configuration (25), one high pressure funnel (~17 torr) and one low pressure funnel (~1 torr) were used in tandem (Fig. 1). Both ion funnels consisted of 100 stainless steel electrodes; each electrode was 0.5 mm thick and separated by 0.5-mm-thick Teflon sheets. The inner diameter of each of the first 55 electrodes was 25.4 mm, and the inner diameters of the
Last 45 electrodes decreased linearly from 25.4 to 2.0 mm. The total capacitance of the high pressure ion funnel electrodes was 1.6 nanofarads, which resulted in higher radio frequency (RF) peak-to-peak voltages for effective ion transmission in the pressure regime of the high pressure ion funnel. A 180° out-of-phase RF field was applied to adjacent electrodes to create an effective potential well that confined the ions, whereas a DC gradient pushed the ions through the ion funnel. The high pressure ion funnel had an entrance DC bias of 425 V and a bias of 235 V on the last RF ion funnel electrode. The low pressure ion funnel had DC biases of 220 and 7 V on the first and last RF ion funnel electrodes, respectively.

The two ion funnels were separated by a 2.3-mm-inner diameter conductance-limiting DC-only orifice. The funnels also incorporated a jet disrupter disk with a diameter of 6.5 mm located ~20 mm from the ion funnel entrance along the funnel axis (28). The DC-only electric potential of the jet disrupter and conductance limit orifice electrode were independently controlled at 390 and 230 V for the high pressure ion funnel and 175 and 2 V for the low pressure ion funnel, respectively.

The dual ion funnel configuration enabled incorporation of a multicapillary inlet, which significantly increased ion transmission into the mass spectrometer relative to the standard, single capillary inlet interface. The multicapillary inlet was constructed using an array of seven thin wall stainless tubes (600 μm inner diameter and 900 μm outer diameter) soldered into a central hole of cylindrical heating block. The vacuum arrangement of the instrument was also modified in the dual ion funnel configuration. Rather than using the standard two rotary vacuum pumps (Edwards 30, Tewksbury, MA) connected to the TSQ main vacuum line, one of the original pumps was used in conjunction with a second pump via a common header and throttled with a gate valve (Oerlikon Leybold) to maintain the desired pressure in the higher pressure ion funnel chamber. The common gate valve was throttled to achieve ~1 torr in the low pressure ion funnel chamber.

Selection of Peptides and Transitions—Peptides and SRM transitions for each protein were identified, and collision energies were optimized by direct infusion of a 500 ng/mL digested solution of each standard protein in a 1:1 mixture of solvents A and B at an infusion rate of 300 nL/min. Three transitions were targeted for each peptide, and the two best responding peptides were selected for each of the standard proteins. Similarly, two transitions for each quality control (QC) peptide were also selected. The selection of peptides and transitions was based on the intensity data in the acquired mass spectra. During SRM analysis, a dwell time of 10 ms and a scan window of 0.002 m/z were used. Both Q1 and Q3 were set to a peak width of 0.7 full-width at half-maximum. During LC-SRM analysis, centroid data were acquired in positive ion mode.

Data Analysis—Data were analyzed using Thermo Xcalibur 2.0.7, specifically with Qual Browser. Peak detection and integration were performed using the Genesis algorithm with automated determinations performed on the highest concentration spiked samples (S9, 40 μg/ml and S8, 4 μg/ml; see Table I) using the following parameters: 10% of highest peak, 2.0 minimum peak height, and a signal-to-noise threshold of 0.5. In addition, peaks were constrained (Constrain Peak Width option selected) to a peak height of 5% and tailing factor of 1.5 (2.0 for the bovine cytochrome c peptides). To aid more accurate determination of the retention time, peaks were initially smoothed (Gaussian, 15 points), and the distance from the nearest QC peptide peak was determined. Six standard peptides, bradykinin fragment 1–7, kemptide, melittin, methionine enkephalin, renin substrate porcine, and [D-Ala²]-deltorphin II, were used as QC peptides for LC retention time markers and for monitoring the overall performance of the platform. The LOD was determined by the lowest detectable sample concentration in this study having a signal-to-noise area ratio of at least 3 for the best transition. Peak smoothing was not used in determining the peak areas. The peak widths for each peptide were determined by averaging the data obtained using the two highest spiked concentrations (S8 and S9), and the elution time difference observed relative to the nearest QC marker peaks served as a peak integration window for the lower (S0–S7) spike concentrations. Analyte peak identification at the lower concentrations was determined based on three main criteria. 1) The difference of elution time from the nearest QC peaks was within ±10% of the average difference observed from the two highest concentrations. 2) Analyte peak widths were similar (i.e. within ±10%) to the average of peak widths from the two top concentrations. 3) Analyte peak area decreased with decreasing analyte concentration levels.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study evaluated the improvements in SRM-MS measurements achievable based upon the increased signal levels obtained using a much more efficient ESI-MS interface. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the dual ion funnel interface coupled to the QQQ mass spectrometer. The high pressure ion funnel (~17 torr) used a seven-capillary inlet instead of the single capillary inlet typically applied for a standard low pressure (~1 torr) ion funnel configuration. The greater sampling efficiency achieved with the seven-capillary inlet allowed sig-
significantly more ions to be transmitted into the mass spectrometer from the ESI source, thus providing overall higher ion transmission efficiency to the mass spectrometer. To evaluate the dual ion funnel interface for SRM measurements, we selected five standard proteins that were spiked into a digest of (non-depleted) mouse plasma at nine concentration levels. Protein concentrations ranged from 0.2 to 40,000 ng/ml in mouse plasma as shown in Table I (S1–S9). A side-by-side comparison between the dual ion funnel interface and the standard Thermo interface was accomplished by performing triplicate analyses of these 10 samples using both interface configurations. Six standard peptides spiked into each sample at a level of 500 nM prior to LC-SRM analyses served as QC peptides. For each of the five standard proteins, two proteotypic peptides were selected from which three precursor-to-fragment transitions for each selected peptide were evaluated.

**Improved SRM Peak Intensity**—Fig. 2 shows the average increase in SRM peak areas attained with the multicapillary inlet/dual ion funnel interface relative to those observed with the standard interface. The data for the nine peptides in this figure originated from triplicate LC-SRM-MS analyses of S9 (Table I). On average, peak areas were enhanced ~70-fold with the dual ion funnel interface with peak area improvements ranging from ~20- to ~150-fold for individual peptides. Significant interference from the plasma matrix was observed with one of the peptides, HIATNAVLFGR, which made its peak area calculation ambiguous. Additional data for all of the SRM transitions are available in supplemental Table 1.

Overall, the observed increases in SRM peak intensities are in good agreement with expectations based on earlier observations for various MS platforms. For example, >10-fold signal gains were observed when a standard low pressure ion funnel interface was coupled to a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (22), and an additional 5-fold enhancement in signal intensity relative to a low pressure ion funnel configuration was achieved using a dual ion funnel fitted with a multicapillary inlet in a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer (25). An overall gain of ~40-fold was observed when a multietter/dual ion funnel configuration was compared with an unmodified TOF (29).

**Enhanced Detection of Low Abundance Proteins**—Our next step was to assess whether the increased signal intensities
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**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>ng/ml</th>
<th>Mass to mass ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.** Average increase in SRM peak area for dual ion funnel configuration relative to Thermo interface for best transitions from nine peptides in S9 sample (see Table I). Error bars represent standard deviations of the measurements.
enhanced detection of the low abundance spiked proteins in mouse plasma, i.e., an improved lower LOD for targeted proteins. Fig. 3 shows the SRM peak areas observed for five peptides at different analyte concentrations and all transitions with both the standard and dual ion funnel interfaces; some examples of SRM chromatograms for the high intensity transitions, m/z 728.84$^{2+}$ > 1099.51$^{+}$ for peptide TGQAPGFSYT-DANK and m/z 482.77$^{2+}$ > 494.30$^{+}$ for peptide EDLIAYLK of bovine cytochrome c at different concentration levels (40–400 ng/ml and 80–4000 ng/ml, respectively), are shown in Fig. 4. As shown, the enhanced peak intensities resulted in better LC peak shapes and improved signal-to-noise ratio, thus leading to lower LOD. Table II shows the LOD and coefficient of variance (CV) for the best transitions for each peptide with the two interface configurations. The best performing transition was defined as the transition that was observed with highest signal intensity. The data demonstrate that both sensitivity and detection limit are improved by using
Fig. 4. Comparison of observed extracted ion chromatograms using dual ion funnel and standard Thermo interfaces for two intense transitions (m/z 728.842^+ > 1099.51^+ of peptide TGOAPGFSYTDANK (A) and m/z 482.772^+ > 494.30^+ of peptide EDLIAYLK (B)) from protein bovine cytochrome c. AA, peak area; 2F, dual ion funnel; Th, standard Thermo.
Numerical data and analysis

The dual ion funnel configuration. With the dual ion funnel interface, six of 10 peptides were detected at 40–80 ng/ml levels; with the standard interface, the LODs for the same six peptides were 400–4000 ng/ml with the exception of one peptide detected at 80 ng/ml. On average, the overall improvement in LOD for all targeted peptides using the dual ion funnel interface was ~10-fold with only one exception for peptide LFTGHPETLEK (from myoglobin) because of interference between the peptide of interest and a matrix peak that confounded quantification of proteins present at <80 ng/ml. The LC-SRM chromatograms for all transitions listed in Table II are available as supplemental Figs. A–J.

Improved Reproducibility for Quantification— In addition to enhanced sensitivity, we also observed improved reproducibility. Both interfaces were first compared for the reproducibility of their best transitions of each peptide using the same concentration levels. Here Thermo interface LOD levels were used for comparison. Then reproducibility was also calculated for only the dual ion funnel interface at its own LOD level. Table II shows that the CV values for the selected best transitions obtained with the dual ion funnel interface are lower than those obtained with the standard interface for the same set of samples at specific concentration levels. For the Thermo interface, the CV of the selected best transitions at its lower detection level ranges from 9.9% to as high as 79.1% with an average of 34.2%, whereas the CV values obtained with the dual ion funnel interface range from 2.5 to 11.9% with an average of 8.6% for various peptides at the same concentrations as the Thermo LOD levels. The CV values for nine of 10 peptides are less than 25%, ranging from 2.5 to 24.3%, with an average of 10.8% for peptides at the dual funnel interface lower detection levels.

Although the improvements in both sensitivity and reproducibility are anticipated because of the increased ion transmission through the new interface, such significant benefits observed are attributed to the unique selectivity enabled by the two-stage mass filtering in SRM measurements. In typical LC-MS measurements, the detection of analyte is largely limited by signal-to-noise ratios where chemical background noise is often dominant in these measurements. Because the ion funnel interface enhances overall ion transmission without bias, the signal-to-noise ratios in LC-MS measurements mostly do not improve; thus, they have a limited effect on LC-MS analyte detection sensitivity as observed previously (25). However, the unique two-stage mass filtering for the parent/fragment ions at different quadrupoles in SRM-MS measurements significantly reduces the background chemical noise to a very low level by allowing only analyte signal to pass. As a result, the detection of a given analyte by SRM is governed by whether there are sufficient analyte signals available to overcome the electronic noise of the detector. Therefore, SRM-MS constitutes an ideal platform for taking advantage of the increased ion transmission of the dual ion funnel interface. In the SRM measurement mode, the increased ion transmission results in enhanced signal intensities (Fig. 2) without a proportionally increased noise level due to the mass filtering, leading to a lower limit of detection observed (Fig. 3). Similarly, the increased signals improved measurement reproducibility (Table II) because the increased signal intensities reduce the contribution of detector electronic noise, which is often the main contributor of overall variations at low signal levels, thus improving measurement reproducibility.

Besides sensitivity, another challenge in LC-SRM-MS measurements is the degree of interference peaks eluted

### Table II

Summary of peptide data for best transitions studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein peptide sequence</th>
<th>Precursor ion m/z</th>
<th>Fragment ion m/z</th>
<th>Standard interface LOD</th>
<th>Dual ion funnel interface LOD</th>
<th>CV at thermo LOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fragment ion m/z</td>
<td>ng/ml</td>
<td>ng/ml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine carbonic anhydrase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLALALDSIK</td>
<td>487.2819&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>874.4880&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFP1ANGER</td>
<td>509.7513&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>378.7036&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli β-galactosidase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDEQPPFPAVPK</td>
<td>671.3379&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>755.4450&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWSEAPNYLR</td>
<td>681.3642&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>662.3620&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4000&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4000&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equine skeletal muscle myoglobin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFTGHPETLEK</td>
<td>424.5592&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>506.2589&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLEFISDAIHVLSK</td>
<td>629.0121&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>740.4196&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>40000&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4000&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken ovalbumin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATNAVLFFGR</td>
<td>673.3724&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1,095.5946&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>40,000&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>40,000&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGLPINFQTAADQAR</td>
<td>844.4236&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>666.3388&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4000&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine cytochrome c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDLIAAYLK</td>
<td>482.7711&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>494.2973&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGQAPGFSYTDANK</td>
<td>728.8388&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1,099.5055&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4000&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Percent CV for selected best transitions at the concentration of the LOD for the standard Thermo interface obtained with the dual ion funnel interface.

<sup>b</sup> Interference peaks from the matrix were observed to limit the detection and quantification of the peaks of interest.
closely with the analytes of interest as clearly observed in our data (supplemental Figs. A–J). Such interference peaks often make it difficult to identify exact analyte peak for quantification. Although the use of stable isotope-labeled standard peptides is helpful to identify analyte peaks based on their elution time, developments in better LC separation and strategies that simplify the sample complexity will be necessary to further enhance the selectivity of overall measurements.

Conclusions—In this study, we demonstrated that the implementation of a new ESI-MS interface that incorporates multicapillary inlets and dual electrodynamical ion funnels on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer significantly improves SRM sensitivity and reproducibility as assessed by the LOD and CV values of peptides spiked into non-depleted mouse plasma. Significant improvement in ion transmission efficiency to the mass spectrometer with the new interface was confirmed by the observation of a 70-fold average increase in SRM peak intensities for all peptides relative to the unmodified instrument interface. The increased ion signal intensities result in a lower analyte LOD and better reproducibility. The LOD improved on average by 10-fold for the selected peptides. For all selected peptides, better reproducibility was confirmed by coefficients of variance from triplicate measurements. 40–80 ng/ml proteins spiked into mouse plasma were detected without the application of front-end immunoaffinity depletion and fractionation using this new platform. We anticipate that the coupling of this dual ion funnel interface with a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer will enable broad applications involving targeted measurements of low abundance analytes (e.g. proteins or metabolites) in complex biological samples because of the enhanced sensitivity and reproducibility. When coupling with front-end single (30) or dual stage (19) immunoaffinity depletion and fractionation, SRM-MS with this new interface is expected to allow measurements at sub-ng/ml levels for proteins in human plasma.
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